The subject of uterine disorders has been so frequently and voluminously discussed of late years that one would suppose there could be no demand for another work of the kind, which merely repeats or comprises the opinions expressed in those which have gone before it: however, the subject is so important an one, that a practical treatise on some of the most common affections may still be a desideratum.
Dr. Waller has endeavoured to supply this by the book now under notice, which is made up of a series of lectures delivered by the author at the " Aldersgate-street School," and has been published in the present form, to give a more continuous, and connected view of the matters treated of, than was possible when each lecture was scattered among the pages of a weekly periodical.
The work however is not to be considered as a complete dissertation on the diseases of the unimpregnated womb, for it is only a very condensed description of a few of them, the author declaring in his preface how fully he is impressed with the force of the aphorism "/xeya /3</3Xjov jwe-ya kcckov:" Now though we are willing to admit that a great book may be a great evil, yet it by no means follows that a small one must be the contrary, and in the present instance Dr. Waller has been so far led astray by his reverence for this dogma, as to omit the mention of many facts which would have greatly added to the utility of his plain and practical descriptions, without rendering them laboured, or diffuse.
The arrangement, or division of the subject, is a very simple one, and perhaps for all practical purposes, is as useful as the more complicated classifications adopted by some of the writers in this class of diseases; thus the only division of it is into " Disorders of the Menstrual Function" and " Diseases of the Unimpregnated Womb." The former of course including the various kinds of catamenial disturbance, and the latter, some of the principal organic lesions to which the uterus is obnoxious:?the whole subject being discussed in the following order, viz:?
1. The Function of the Unimpregnated Uterus. The six lithographic drawings which embellish the bonk present curious specimens of the diseases which they very cleverly illustrate.
